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Enhancing Mechanical
Metamodels With a Generative
Model-Based Augmented
Training Dataset16

17 Modeling biological soft tissue is complex in part due to material heterogeneity. Micro-
structural patterns, which play a major role in defining the mechanical behavior of these
tissues, are both challenging to characterize and difficult to simulate. Recently, machine
learning (ML)-based methods to predict the mechanical behavior of heterogeneous mate-
rials have made it possible to more thoroughly explore the massive input parameter space
associated with heterogeneous blocks of material. Specifically, we can train ML models
to closely approximate computationally expensive heterogeneous material simulations
where the ML model is trained on datasets of simulations with relevant spatial heteroge-
neity. However, when it comes to applying these techniques to tissue, there is a major
limitation: the number of useful examples available to characterize the input domain
under study is often limited. In this work, we investigate the efficacy of both ML-based
generative models and procedural methods as tools for augmenting limited input pattern
datasets. We find that a style-based generative adversarial network with an adaptive dis-
criminator augmentation mechanism is able to successfully leverage just 1000 example
patterns to create authentic generated patterns. In addition, we find that diverse gener-
ated patterns with adequate resemblance to real patterns can be used as inputs to finite
element simulations to meaningfully augment the training dataset. To enable this meth-
odological contribution, we have created an open access finite element analysis simula-
tion dataset based on Cahn–Hilliard patterns. We anticipate that future researchers will
be able to leverage this dataset and build on the work presented here.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4054898]
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18 1 Introduction

19 Establishing models that realistically capture the biomechanical
20 behavior of soft tissue is a challenging yet crucial endeavor [1,2].
21 High fidelity mechanical models are needed for tasks such as sur-
22 gical simulation [3–5], patient-specific procedure planning [6,7],
23 modeling of in vivo biological mechanisms [8,9], and inverse
24 material characterization [10,11]. Capturing the mechanical
25 behavior of soft tissue is challenging because soft tissues are often
26 highly nonlinear and anisotropic, they can exhibit a nonlinear
27 stiffening response, they often undergo large deformations, and
28 they have a complex hierarchical structure [1,12–14]. For exam-
29 ple, at the microstructural level, soft tissue may contain compo-
30 nents such as fibers with a preferred direction, which give rise to
31 highly anisotropic material behavior on the macroscale [14]. In
32 addition to complex constitutive behavior, biological materials are
33 also challenging to model because they tend to be highly hetero-
34 geneous [13,15]. As such, developing faithful mechanical models
35 of soft tissues and numerically implementing them (e.g., in the
36 finite element setting [16]) are both challenging and typically
37 quite computationally expensive [2,10,14,17–19]. Notably, both
38 the exact values of the mechanical properties of biological tissue
39 and their heterogeneous distribution in space are often uncertain
40 [20,21]. Therefore, in order to get a true picture of tissue behavior,
41 it is necessary to run multiple simulations that capture the range
42 of relevant input parameters [10]. In this context, there has been
43 substantial recent interest in reducing the computational cost of

44these numerical simulations at the cost of marginal decrease in the
45simulation accuracy [22].
46Markedly, there has been recent interest in using machine learn-
47ing tools to create computationally inexpensive data-driven mod-
48els of soft biological tissue in particular [23], and for various
49biomedical applications in general [24–27]. In previous work by
50our group and others [28–35], metamodels, or surrogate models
51[36], developed with supervised machine learning algorithms and
52multifidelity mechanical datasets have been used successfully to
53predict the mechanical behavior of heterogeneous materials via
54single and full-field quantities of interest (QoIs) (e.g., strain
55energy, displacement/strain fields, damage fields). For example,
56Tonutti et al. [22] used the results of finite element analysis (FEA)
57simulations in conjunction with artificial neural networks and sup-
58port vector regression to develop computationally inexpensive
59patient-specific deformation models for brain pathologies. In addi-
60tion, Salehi et al. [37] trained graph neural networks with FEA
61simulation results to speed-up the approximation of soft tissue
62deformation with acceptable loss of accuracy for neurosurgical
63applications. In Tac et al. [23], fully connected neural networks
64were trained with high-fidelity biaxial test data and low-fidelity
65analytical approximations to derive a data-driven anisotropic con-
66stitutive model of porcine and murine skin. Notably, due to the
67limited availability of both experimental data and high fidelity
68simulation data, methods that rely on multiple data fidelities (i.e.,
69multifidelity models) have been shown to be more effective than
70single fidelity schemes given a small number of high fidelity data
71[23,28,38,39]. This is particularly true for methods that rely on
72deep learning where training datasets must be large for successful
73model implementation [40–42]. Though multifidelity methods can
74address the scenario where there are limited high-fidelity
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75 simulations results, they are not necessarily equipped to address
76 the scenario where there is limited information about what the
77 training dataset should contain. For example, it is unlikely that
78 researchers will have tens of thousands of accurate examples of
79 the heterogeneous material property distribution of a given soft
80 tissue of interest. In this work, our goal is to systematically answer
81 the question: is it possible to create a meaningful training dataset
82 that ultimately improves the performance of a deep learning-
83 based metamodel of heterogeneous material given only a small
84 number of representative examples of the relevant material prop-
85 erty distribution input pattern?
86 To address this question, we first define a benchmark problem
87 to evaluate our proposed machine learning approach. This is
88 important because, at present, there are only a small number of
89 existing open access benchmark datasets related to problems in
90 solid mechanics [43–46]. Furthermore, of the available datasets,
91 few contain a good representation of the heterogeneous material
92 properties most relevant to soft tissue modeling. Our benchmark
93 dataset, the “mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard” dataset, is a con-
94 tribution to our previously initiated “mechanical MNIST” project
95 where we provide simulation results for heterogeneous materials
96 undergoing large deformation. The full dataset contains 104,813
97 Cahn–Hilliard patterns and associated equibiaxial extension simu-
98 lations, and it is straightforward to train a deep learning-based
99 metamodel to predict QoI from these simulations (e.g., change in

100 strain energy DW). However, if we constrain ourselves to only a
101 small subset of these example input patterns, e.g., if we limit our
102 knowledge to just 1000 example patterns, it becomes much more
103 challenging to effectively train a deep learning-based metamodel.
104 With this benchmark dataset and imposed limitation, we are able
105 to test both the efficacy of machine learning (ML)-based genera-
106 tive models, models that learn the data distribution and generate
107 plausible examples from the distribution [47], and procedural
108 methods at augmenting a constrained version of the available
109 training dataset. By comparing the results of metamodels that rely
110 on generated patterns to metamodels that are trained on true input
111 patterns, we are able to systematically evaluate the efficacy of our
112 proposed size-limited data augmentation approaches. We note
113 that this premise follows from recent work in the literature where
114 generative models have been used to augment small materials
115 characterization datasets [48,49]. Ultimately, we are able to
116 clearly demonstrate that leveraging the capabilities of our selected
117 data generation models is an effective tool for augmenting small
118 datasets of material property distributions in biological tissue for
119 the purpose of creating training datasets for ML-based
120 metamodels.
121 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
122 we begin by introducing our mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard
123 dataset. Then, we describe our approach to training a metamodel
124 to approximate the mechanical behavior of the simulations, and
125 our approach to generating synthetic input patterns to augment the
126 training dataset. In Sec. 3, we show the performance of our gener-
127 ative models and the performance of our metamodel with ML-
128 based and procedural augmented training dataset. We conclude in
129 Sec. 4. Finally, we note briefly that links to the code and dataset
130 required to reproduce our work are given in Sec. 5.

131 2 Methods

132 Here, we begin in Sec. 2.1 with an introduction to our mechani-
133 cal MNIST Cahn–Hilliard dataset. Then, in Sec. 2.2, we describe
134 our metamodeling approach where a ML-based metamodel is
135 used to predict a single quantity of interest (in this case change in
136 strain energy DW) from an array-based representation of the input
137 pattern. Then, in Sec. 2.3, we detail our three different approaches
138 to ML-based generative modeling of the input pattern distribution.
139 In Sec. 2.4, we introduce two additional procedural methods for
140 generating synthetic input patterns. In Sec. 2.5, we present the
141 evaluation metrics that we considered to compare the performance
142 of the different methods that we have implemented to generate

143synthetic patterns. Finally, in Sec. 2.6, we define our procedure
144for standard rotation-based augmentation. We briefly note that in
145order to stay consistent with the literature, the Greek letters k and
146l refer to different constants in Secs. 2.1 and 2.5. In both cases,
147we provide a brief definition of each term when it is introduced.

1482.1 The Mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard Dataset. In
149conjunction with our previous publications [28–30], we intro-
150duced the mechanical MNIST dataset of heterogeneous materials
151undergoing large deformation. In previous iterations of the data-
152set, heterogeneous input domain patterns were defined by the
153MNIST [50] and fashion MNIST [51] bitmap patterns. For this
154paper, we extend our mechanical MNIST dataset collection to
155include additional patterns from a different input domain distribu-
156tion that is more relevant to heterogeneous biological materials.
157The input patterns for the mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard data-
158set are generated based on Alan Turing’s model of morphogenesis
159[52]—a common motif during biological development manifested
160in many different animal and plant patterns such as the pigmenta-
161tion of animal skins, the branching of trees and other skeletal
162structures, and the distinct patterns on leaves and petals [53,54].
163We obtain these patterns by solving a nonlinear spatio-temporal
164fourth-order partial differential equation referred to as the
165Cahn–Hilliard equation that was originally proposed to describe
166the process of phase separation in isotropic binary alloys [55–57].
167Our new dataset, mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard, contains
168not only Cahn–Hilliard based two-dimensional heterogeneous
169input patterns but also the results of finite element simulations of
170these material domains subjected to equibiaxial extension. Here,
171we will summarize the process of creating this dataset. Briefly, the
172Cahn–Hilliard equation, which is a fourth-order partial differential
173equation that governs the evolution of a binary mixture, can first
174be reduced to a pair of second-order equations [59,60]. This mixed
175formulation can be expressed in the weak form for the two
176unknown fields, c, the concentration of one of the components of
177the binary mixture, and l, the chemical potential of a uniform
178solution:

ð
X

cnþ1 � cn

tnþ1 � tn
q dxþ

ð
X

Mrlnþh � rq dx ¼ 0 8 q 2 V (1)

ð
X
lnþ1v dx�

ð
X

dfnþ1

dc
v dx�

ð
X
krcnþ1 � rv dx ¼ 0 8 v 2 V

(2)

179180where M is the mobility parameter, k is a positive scalar that
181describes the thickness of the interfaces between the phases of the
182mixture, f is the chemical free-energy function, and q and v are
183test functions [59,60].
184We solve the Cahn–Hilliard equations using the open source
185finite element software FENICS [61,62] and run 2072 phase separa-
186tion simulations on a unit square domain X ¼ ½0; 1� where each
187simulation differs in the following: (1) the initial concentration c0

188with uniform random fluctuations of zero mean and range between
189–0.05 and 0.05, (2) the grid size on which the initialized concen-
190tration is allowed to spatially vary, (3) the interface thickness k,
191and (4) the peak-to-valley value of the free-energy function f, a
192symmetric double-well function. We record the concentration
193parameter at multiple time steps in each simulation to obtain

105; 427 spatial distribution patterns which broadly fall under two
194qualitative types: spotted (for c0 ¼ 0:63 and c0 ¼ 0:75), and
195striped (for c0 ¼ 0:5), as is expected for these types of simulations
196[59,63,64], and store the obtained images as 400� 400 binary bit-
197maps. Example patterns are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). For further
198details on the underlying theory of the Cahn–Hilliard equation
199and our finite element implementation, we refer the reader to the
200supplementary document provided with the dataset (see Sec. 5).
201As an additional step, we visualize downsampled 64� 64 vectors
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202 describing each Cahn–Hilliard pattern array in a two-dimensional
203 space using the dimension reduction technique, uniform manifold
204 approximation and projection (UMAP) [58], which provides us
205 with a qualitative tool to visualize our high-dimensional dataset
206 input parameter space. Notably, the plot in Fig.1(b) clearly reveals
207 the two distinct clusters of patterns, which is consistent with our
208 observation that the dataset is split between the striped and spotted
209 motifs.
210 From this collection of 105; 427 heterogeneous input patterns,
211 we perform a second set of finite element simulations where we
212 use the input patterns to inform the heterogeneous material prop-
213 erty distribution of the domain and subject it to equibiaxial exten-
214 sion. To accomplish this, we first convert the binary bitmap
215 patterns into meshed domains of two different materials. Briefly,
216 we detect the contours of the image features and extract their coor-
217 dinates using the OPENCV library [65]. We then translate these coor-
218 dinates into a mesh with two different subdomains, background
219 and pattern, using PYGMSH 6.1.1 [66], a Python implementation of
220 GMSH 4.6.0 [67]. We note briefly that from our initial collection of

105; 427 images, 614 images could not be processed because they
221 exhibited either pattern features that were too small to be detected
222 as area domains, features that were in very close proximity to each
223 other, or complex hierarchical contours that our pipeline was not
224 able to detect and process. Thus, our final dataset contains 104; 813
225 simulation results. Based on a mesh refinement study, we chose
226 quadratic triangular elements with a characteristic length of 0.01.
227 This led to approximately 41; 000 elements in a typical domain.
228 Once the material domain was meshed, we performed equibi-
229 axial extension simulations in FENICS [61,62]. Here, we chose a
230 compressible Neo-Hookean material model defined by strain
231 energy W as:

W ¼ 1

2
l F : F� 3� 2ln detFð Þ½ �

þ 1

2
k

1

2
detFð Þ2 � 1

h i
� ln detFð Þ

� �
(3)

232233where F is the deformation gradient, and l and k are the Lam�e
234parameters equivalent to Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio
235� as E ¼ l ð3kþ 2lÞ=ðkþ lÞ and � ¼ k=ð2ðkþ lÞÞ. We define
236the Poisson’s ratio as a constant ð� ¼ 0:3Þ, and we specify a
237Young’s modulus E for the background domain that is 10 times
238lower than the Young’s modulus for the “stiffer” spotted and
239striped patterns ðE ¼ ½1; 10�Þ. We set up each finite element simu-
240lation for equibiaxial deformation so that every external edge of
241the domain is extended by half of the value of given applied dis-
242placement in the direction of the outward normal to the surface
243(Fig. 1(c)). The set of fixed displacements d go up to 50% of the
244initial domain size as

d ¼ ½0:0; 0:001; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5� (4)

245246The output of each of the 104; 813 large deformation simulations
247consisted of data on the total change in strain energy DW, total
248reaction force in the x and y directions, and full field domain dis-
249placement collected on a downsampled 64� 64 grid (Fig. 1(c)).
250We chose the size of the grid to be the smallest possible size that
251could be reached without the loss of important image features. In
252this context, we consider the borders of the white/dark patterns to
253be important features that should not be distorted much by any
254operation to avoid misclassifiying the cells along the edges into
255the wrong subdomain. We note that all code to implement these

Fig. 1 (a) Illustration of the spatial patterns obtained from our Cahn–Hilliard simulations where each
row corresponds to the time evolution in a single simulation for c0 5 0:5 (case 1), c0 5 0:63 (case 2),
and c0 5 0:75 (case 3) shown in the first, second, and the third rows, respectively. (b) A UMAP visualiza-
tion [58] of a representative proportion of our Cahn–Hilliard patterns using random_state542,
n_neighbors530, min_dist50.1 as training parameters. (c) A schematic illustration of displace-
ment driven equibiaxial extension applied to a heterogeneous domain dictated by the Cahn–Hilliard
patterns. Here, we show an example from case 1: c0 5 0:5 and plot the deformed state at the six magni-
tudes of applied displacement. From these finite element simulations, we obtain multiple outputs
including the total change in strain energy DW at each load step.
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256 simulations is shared on GITHUB with access details given in
257 Sec. 5.

258 2.2 Metamodel Design and Implementation. In this section,
259 we summarize our approach to creating metamodels for predicting
260 the change in strain energy DW from the input Cahn–Hilliard pat-
261 terns. In Secs. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6, we describe the details of our
262 generative model-based, procedural-based, and standard rotation-
263 based approaches that we implement to augment the training
264 dataset.

265 2.2.1 Feedforward Convolutional Neural Network. In this
266 paper, we are focused on using machine learning techniques for
267 predicting single quantities of interest (DW) from input arrays
268 (Cahn–Hilliard patterns). This goal is illustrated schematically in
269 Fig. 2(a). To accomplish this, we implemented a basic feedfor-
270 ward convolutional neural network (CNN) consisting of a total of
271 nine convolutional layers each followed by batch normalization
272 and rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation except for the last
273 (ninth) layer. For downsampling input images, we used max pool-
274 ing after the first three convolutional layers with same padding
275 while valid padding is used for the rest of the convolutional layers.
276 Our network has a total of 3; 734; 625 trainable parameters. We
277 trained the network using the PYTORCH library [68] with a batch
278 size of 64 for 100 epochs. We employ an Adam optimizer [69]
279 with learning rate a ¼ 0:01 reduced to 0.001 after 50 epochs and
280 exponential decay rates b1 ¼ 0:9 and b2 ¼ 0:999. The output of
281 the CNN is a single quantity of interest (QoI) for a 64� 64 array
282 input describing the simulation input pattern. We validated our
283 model performance through a five-fold cross-validation approach
284 based on mean-squared-error (MSE). In Sec. 3.2, we report the
285 performance of our model on test data.

286 2.2.2 Transfer Learning. Our original mechanical MNIST
287 Cahn–Hilliard dataset took approximately 5240 CPU hours to
288 generate. Rather than expending a similar level of resources to run
289 simulations based on generated input patterns, we decided to
290 employ a transfer learning approach where we leverage low fidel-
291 ity simulation data [70]. Specifically, we followed the approach
292 outlined in our recent publication [28] to create low fidelity simu-
293 lation versions of our dataset that are run on a coarse mesh
294 (64� 64 grid, 8192 elements) with linear elements and only sub-
295 ject to a perturbation displacement (0.001) rather than the full

29650% extension. With these parameters, it took approximately 4.2
297CPU hours to generate a low fidelity dataset of 72; 000 patterns
298and the corresponding strain energy values only for a perturbation
299displacement. Notably, this is 0.08% of the time it would take to
300generate the equivalent number of high fidelity simulations
301described in Sec. 2.1. Of course, this speed up comes at the price
302of introducing numerical error that must be subsequently dealt
303with through transfer learning.
304Our implementation of transfer learning is a straightforward
305model pretraining approach illustrated schematically in Fig. 2(b)
306and described in detail in our previous publication [28]. Part of
307the appeal of this approach is that it is quite straightforward to
308implement. First, we train the metamodel (in our case the CNN
309defined in Sec. 2.2.1) on the low fidelity dataset. Then, we use this
310pretrained metamodel as the weight initialization for additional
311training with the high fidelity dataset. In our case, the low fidelity
312dataset will contain data from up to 16; 000 simulations while the
313high fidelity dataset will contain data from only 1000 simulations.
314The ideal outcome from this approach is to end up with a metamo-
315del that is trained on predominantly low-fidelity data yet performs
316comparably to a metamodel trained on the target high fidelity
317dataset. In Sec. 3.2, we first report the metamodel performance on
318the low fidelity dataset (Fig. 5), and then in Sec. 3.3, we report the
319performance of the low fidelity models transferred to the high
320fidelity dataset via additional training with 1000 high fidelity real
321samples (Table 1).

3222.3 Augmenting the Training Dataset With a Machine
323Learning-Based Generative Model. The main focus of this
324paper is on developing techniques to effectively train the metamo-
325dels described in Sec. 2.2 even when we have limited examples of
326the relevant input patterns needed for creating our training dataset.
327Here, we will explore methods for leveraging limited examples of
328input patterns by creating synthetic input patterns from a genera-
329tive model. Briefly, we implement a style-based generative adver-
330sarial network using adaptive discriminator augmentation
331(StyleGAN2-ADA) [42], a Wasserstein generative adversarial net-
332work with weight clipping (WGAN-CP) [71], and a WGAN with
333gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) [72] to generate patterns that
334resemble the real striped and spotted Cahn–Hilliard patterns
335detailed in Sec. 2.1. The architectures of the generative models
336explored in this work are schematically shown in Figs. 2(c) and

Fig. 2 (a) A schematic of our ML metamodels that are used to predict change in strain energy DW at a fixed level of applied
displacement from each material property distribution. (b) A schematic of transfer learning whereby a model trained on one
dataset (in this case a low fidelity dataset) is used to make predictions on another dataset (in this case a high fidelity dataset).
(c) Architecture of a generative adversarial network including the WGAN models trained in this paper. (d) An illustration of the
StyleGAN2 with an ADA mechanism implemented in this work as adapted from Ref. [42]. (e) A schematic of combining simula-
tions based on both generated and real patterns to create a larger training dataset.
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337 2(d). We train all three generative adversarial network (GAN)
338 models with a limited set of 1000 real Cahn–Hilliard patterns (the
339 same set of real images used for training the metamodels). We
340 then combine equibiaxial extension simulation results of both gen-
341 erated and real patterns to create a larger training dataset for our
342 metamodel as shown schematically in Fig. 2(e). In the remainder
343 of this section, we provide an overview of GANs, describe the
344 specific GANs implemented in this work, and briefly present our
345 alternative approaches for augmenting the metamodel training
346 dataset via procedural pattern generation and standard rotation-
347 based augmentation.

348 2.3.1 Generative Adversarial Networks. In the context of
349 machine learning, generative models are models that learn data
350 distributions such that they can then be used to output (i.e., gener-
351 ate) plausible new examples [73]. Building upon earlier deep gen-
352 erative models, generative stochastic networks [74] in particular,
353 and inspired by the work in Refs. [75–77], Goodfellow et al. [47]
354 developed a novel framework for generative models where the
355 generative network is put in competition with a discriminative
356 network that learns to distinguish between a sample obtained from
357 the real data distribution and one that is generated from the model
358 distribution. Known as GANs, these methods consist of training
359 two models, a generative model G and a discriminative model D
360 simultaneously competing in a minimax two-player game fashion
361 [47]. In this framework, G is trained to capture the input data dis-
362 tribution by fooling the discriminative model D and maximizing
363 the probability of the latter mistakenly labeling a sample synthe-
364 sized by G as one from the training data.
365 In their original form, GANs have been applied to many
366 domains including the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits
367 [78,79], the Toronto face database of human faces with expres-
368 sions [80], and the miscellaneous CIFAR-10 dataset [81] with
369 promising results [47]. However, major drawbacks of the method
370 include low resolution of the generated images, relatively low
371 variation in the output distribution, and unstable training [82].
372 Furthermore, training GANs to synthesize high-quality, high-
373 resolution output distributions typically requires at least 105–106

374 input images. Without a dataset of this size, the training tends to
375 diverge as the discriminator network overfits to the small number
376 of training data examples and can no longer provide meaningful
377 feedback to the generator network [42]. There have been many
378 approaches to modifying the original architecture and training for-
379 mulation of GANs [47] to improve their performance. Alterations
380 to the network structure such as the implementation of deep con-
381 volutional GANs (DCGANs) [83], where the GAN model is
382 scaled using CNN architectures, result in more stable behavior.

383Other enhanced methods include WGANs and style-based genera-
384tive adversarial networks (StyleGANs), which are briefly
385described in Secs. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively.

3862.3.2 Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Networks. In con-
387trast to modifying the GAN network structure as in DCGANs,
388WGANs improve the stability of GANs by replacing the bin-to-
389bin distance function (i.e., the Jensen–Shannon divergence) of the
390original architecture with a continuous loss function, the earth
391mover or the Wasserstein-1 (W) distance [71]. The shortcomings
392of the bin-to-bin distance functions, which generally assume an
393alignment between the domains of the histograms being com-
394pared, are addressed by the more robust cross-bin earth mover dis-
395tance function defined as the minimal cost of a “transport plan” to
396transform one distribution into the other [84–86].
397As proposed, the original WGAN model [71] requires that the
398discriminator lie within a 1-Lipschitz space so that W is continu-
399ous everywhere and differentiable almost everywhere. This Lip-
400schitz constraint is enforced via weight clipping (WGAN-CP)
401whereby the weights of the discriminator are restricted to a com-
402pact space [71]. In this setting, the discriminator is no longer
403trained to directly label samples as “real” or “fake,” but rather to
404learn the Lipschitz function needed to compute W. As the model
405training proceeds to minimize the loss function, the distance W
406decreases, signifying that the generated output distribution is
407becoming closer to the real data distribution [72]. Although more
408stable compared to GANs, the performance of WGAN-CPs was
409shown to be limited because: (1) small clipping thresholds lead to
410vanishing gradients while larger thresholds result in exploding
411gradients, and (2) the discriminator is biased to converge to sim-
412plified approximations of the Lipschitz function [72]. Improved
413training of WGANs was proposed by Gulrajani et al. [72], who
414implement a gradient penalty method (WGAN-GP) instead of
415weight clipping to constrain the discriminator gradient. WGAN-
416GP enforces the Lipschitz constraint by imposing a penalty on the
417gradient norm if it is not close to the theoretical value of 1.
418In this work, we test the performance of WGAN-CP and
419WGAN-GP trained with 1000 samples from our Cahn–Hilliard
420dataset. Using the PYTORCH library [87], we train typical convolu-
421tional feedforward neural networks for both the generator and the
422discriminator networks of WGAN-CP and WGAN-GP for a total
423of 23; 690; 498 trainable parameters, 12; 656; 257 for the generator
424network and 11; 034; 241 for the discriminator network. We
425accomplish this using the code published in conjunction with
426Ref. [88] as a starting point. We perform no additional
427parameter tuning and keep all hyper-parameters at their default
428values.

Table 1 Results of transfer learning

Transfer learning

Pre-training (low fidelity) Fine-tuning (high fidelity)
Pattern generation method R2 score (test set) R2 score (test set) MAE (test set)

Real 0.9991 0.9991 0.0046
StyleGAN2-ADA 0.9967 0.9977 0.0074
WGAN-CP 0.9973 0.9974 0.0088
WGAN-GP 0.9981 0.9974 0.0077
“Procedural” 0.9979 0.9973 0.0084

No transfer learning 0.9783 0.0198

Pre-training is performed with low fidelity data of 1000 real Cahn–Hilliard patterns and 15; 000 either real or generated
patterns subjected to three additional rotations of the unique domains. Fine-tuning refers to training a metamodel with
1000 high fidelity real Cahn–Hilliard patterns with the model initial weights “transferred” from the pretrained model on
the corresponding row. For a metamodel that is trained on 1000 entirely real Cahn-Hilliard patterns without transfer
learning, the model weights are randomly initialized. Overall, it is evident that our transfer learning approach improves
the MAE by at least 55% when predicting change in strain energy. Representative plots of true strain energy versus pre-
dicted strain energy are shown in Appendix A, Fig. 6 to add additional context to these values.
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429 2.3.3 Style-Based Generative Adversarial Networks. A third
430 approach to enhancing GANs involves modifying the latent space
431 distributions of the generator network via feature mapping, and
432 incorporating adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN) [89]. The
433 AdaIN operation was first implemented by Huang and Belongie
434 [90] in style transfer algorithms [91]; transferring the style of one
435 image to the content of another image. Specifically, AdaIN first
436 normalizes each feature map and then scales its mean and var-
437 iance according to a style input.
438 In these StyleGAN models, the adjustments to the traditional
439 generator are twofold: (1) the input latent space is mapped to a
440 much less entangled intermediate latent feature space via an
441 eight-layer multilayer perceptron network, and (2) the generator
442 output is controlled by AdaIN processes, which are themselves
443 controlled by learned affine transformations that concentrate the
444 intermediate latent space to specific styles that dictate the domi-
445 nant image features at each convolution layer [89]. The Style-
446 GAN2 architecture was later developed to remedy artifacts
447 observed in StyleGAN generated images [92]. The StyleGAN2
448 using ADA [42] is an adaptation of StyleGAN2 specifically
449 designed for small training datasets. For the simplest implementa-
450 tions of training GANs with augmented datasets, generated distri-
451 butions are known to exhibit features that are present in the
452 augmented dataset, but not in the original dataset [42,93,94].
453 Therefore, to avoid this undesirable outcome, Karras et al. [42]
454 proposed the ADA method.
455 For the augmentations to be “nonleaking” (i.e., not present in
456 the generated examples) and for the GAN model to learn the true
457 input distribution given an augmented dataset, the set of applied
458 distortions for augmentation are required to be differentiable and
459 belong to an invertible transformation of a probability distribution
460 function [42,95]. This can be achieved for a diverse set of possible
461 augmentations when they are applied to the dataset with a proba-
462 bility p, with 0 < p < 0:8 [42]. However, the target value of p is
463 sensitive to the size of the dataset and as such, setting a fixed
464 value for it is far from optimal. For this reason, Karras et al. [42]
465 implemented the discriminator augmentation method in an adapt-
466 ive manner where p is set to 0 initially and its value is automati-
467 cally adjusted (increased or decreased) based on a metric that
468 indicates the extent by which the discriminator is overfitting. This
469 heuristic is obtained from the discriminator outputs for the train-
470 ing and validation datasets, as well as the generated images and
471 their mean over a fixed number of consecutive minibatches. ADA
472 can be implemented on any GAN model without modifying the
473 network architecture or increasing training cost [42]. Notably, the
474 StyleGAN2-ADA combination performs exceptionally well on
475 the limited CIFAR-10 dataset [81], thus motivating our imple-
476 mentation of the approach in this work.
477 Here, we train the StyleGAN2-ADA model using the PYTORCH

478 library [87] with the code provided in Ref. [42] on a small subset
479 (1000 samples) of our Cahn–Hilliard patterns. Of the set of trans-
480 formations tested in Ref. [42], we apply the ones that contextually
481 fit the Cahn–Hilliard dataset—geometric and color transformations.
482 Geometric distortions include pixel blitting, isotropic and aniso-
483 tropic scaling, fractional translation, and less frequently arbitrary
484 rotation. We briefly note at this point that these distortions are
485 implemented during the generation of synthetic patterns only and
486 are not related to the equibiaxial loading conditions of the finite ele-
487 ment simulations performed later once the generated data patterns
488 are obtained. For color transformations, the image brightness, con-
489 trast, and saturation were adjusted, the luma axis was flipped, and
490 the hue axis was rotated arbitrarily. We perform no parameter tun-
491 ing and keep all hyper-parameters at their default values. In total,
492 the generator network has 22; 238; 990 trainable parameters, and
493 the discriminator network has 23; 406; 849 trainable parameters.

494 2.4 Augmenting the Training Dataset With Procedural
495 and “Bernoulli” Randomly Generated Patterns. As discussed
496 in Sec. 2.3 and later depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, the three different

497ML-based generative models, WGAN-CP, WGAN-GP, and
498StyleGAN2-ADA are able to generate synthetic patterns relevant
499to the real Cahn–Hilliard patterns without being explicitly pro-
500gramed to do so. However, there is a rich history of implementing
501procedural algorithms for material microstructure pattern genera-
502tion [96–101]. For example, many researchers have created
503explicitly programed algorithm that draws from experimentally
504obtained probability distributions for creating and placing micro-
505structural features within a domain [102,103]. These algorithms
506range from quite simple (e.g., Voronoi tessellation [104,105]) to
507quite complex (e.g., feature shape and placement based on energy
508minimization [106]). In this paper, we implement two additional
509pattern generation algorithms to compare to the ML-based genera-
510tive models. First, we implement a straightforward procedural
511algorithm where we create synthetic patterns with spatial correla-
512tions. In Sec. 3, we refer to these patterns as procedural patterns.
513Second, we create random patterns following a Bernoulli distribu-
514tion without spatial correlation. In Sec. 3, we refer to these pat-
515terns as Bernoulli patterns.
516For the procedural patterns, we begin with a low resolution
517grid, a 4� 4, an 8� 8, or a 16� 16 grid, and assign each of the
518grid pixels an independent and identically distributed random
519value drawn from a uniform distribution U [0,1]. Using the multi-
520dimensional image processing package in SCIPY “scipy.ndimage”
521[107], we then increase the resolution of the resulting grayscale
522random image to the desired size of 64� 64 and convert the
523upscaled image to a binary pattern by setting a brightness thresh-
524old. For the Bernoulli patterns, we obtain binary images by simply
525creating a 64� 64 grid of zeros, and then replacing the zeros with
526ones based on a probability threshold p¼ 0.6594. For both types
527of patterns, the value of the threshold was chosen so that the light-
528to-dark ratio present in the real patterns is preserved. Notably, the
529procedural patterns lead to spatially correlated features while the
530Bernoulli patterns do not.

5312.5 Evaluation Metrics. For evaluating and comparing the
532performance of the implemented GANs and the procedural meth-
533ods at creating generated examples, we considered three indica-
534tors. First, we compute the Fr�echet inception distance (FID) score,
535a quantitative metric to compare the resemblance between the dis-
536tributions of the generated and real images [108]. The FID, also
537known as Wasserstein-2 distance, is computed between the 2048
538dimensional feature vectors, taken as the output of the last pooling
539layer of the pretrained Inception network, of real and generated
540images by [108]:

FID ¼ kl1 � l2k
2
2 þ Tr½C1 þ C2 � 2ðC1C2Þ1=2� (5)

541542where l1 and l2 and C1 and C2 are the means and covariance mat-
543rices of the real and generated feature vectors, respectively. The
544lower the FID score, the higher the similarity between the gener-
545ated and the real images, with a FID ¼ 0 indicating that the two
546sets are identical. Second, we perform visual inspection of the
547generated patterns to check for the presence of any artifacts in the
548generated images and confirm their resemblance to real patterns.
549Finally, we perform an assessment of the diversity of the gener-
550ated patterns by comparing the change in strain energy (DW)
551obtained from finite element simulations performed on the gener-
552ated patterns to the same quantity obtained from simulations per-
553formed on real patterns from the Cahn–Hilliard dataset. The
554performance of our generative approaches is reported in Sec. 3.1.

5552.6 Note on Standard Rotation-Based Augmentation. In
556addition to augmenting our training dataset with generated pat-
557terns, we further augment the training dataset of the metamodel
558by performing direct transformations on both real and generated
559input patterns. This type of straightforward data augmentation
560occurs after the real and generated input patterns have been used
561to run finite element simulations. Because we are considering an
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562 equibiaxial extension load case in this work, we can increase the
563 size of the training dataset by a factor of 4 by applying a set of
564 predefined rotations (0�; 90�; 180�; 270�) on the input images.
565 For all four rotated scenarios, the FEA simulation output DW is
566 identical, thus we can gain four data points per pattern. We report
567 the significance of this standard augmentation on the metamodel
568 performance in Sec. 3.3.

569 3 Results and Discussion

570 In this section, we report the results of employing the methods
571 described in Secs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.6 to augment a small dataset
572 of input patterns and train a convolutional neural network to pre-
573 dict the change in strain energy DW for a given magnitude of
574 applied equibiaxial extension. We begin in Sec. 3.1 by describing
575 the performance of the generative models when trained with just
576 1000 examples of real Cahn–Hilliard patterns. Then, in Sec. 3.2,
577 we demonstrate the performance of a metamodel where the train-
578 ing set contains simulations based on both real and generated
579 input patterns. Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we summarize the results of
580 our transfer learning approach and the effect of standard rotation-
581 based augmentations on metamodel performance.

582 3.1 Generative Model Performance. As stated previously,
583 we have tested three different GAN models, WGAN-CP, WGAN-
584 GP, and SyleGAN2-ADA, with the aim of generating input pat-
585 terns from a small training dataset of 1000 real Cahn–Hilliard pat-
586 terns. In this section, we show the performance of these methods
587 and demonstrate that the StyleGAN2-ADA approach performs
588 best at capturing the Cahn–Hilliard dataset. In Fig. 3, we illustrate
589 the performance by plotting the FID between 1000 real and 1000
590 generated patterns with respect to the number of epochs used for
591 training. This plot shows that the StyleGAN2-ADA approach con-
592 sistently has the lowest FID and is thus producing patterns that are
593 a better match to the real dataset. We note that as expected, the
594 calculated FID on real versus real patterns converged to zero as
595 we increased the size of the comparison datasets of patterns from
596 1000 (FID �13:3) to 10; 000 (FID �1:7). In addition, we have
597 annotated the plot in Fig. 3 with illustrated examples of generated
598 patterns from the three generative models. These illustrations not
599 only confirm the intuition that as the FID decreases the patterns in
600 the generated images more closely resemble those in the real data-
601 set, but also show that for a converged model performance, the
602 generated patterns look quite qualitatively realistic. Based on the
603 higher FID for the WGAN-CP and WGAN-GP models, and the

604fact that FID begins to increase as the number of epochs increases,
605we conclude that both are inferior approaches when the goal is to
606generate realistic patterns that closely match the original dataset.
607However, we note that in terms of model training time, the
608StyleGAN2-ADA network is significantly more expensive to train
609with the training process taking approximately 7.5 h on 4 NVIDIA
610Tesla V100 GPUs. In comparison, it took approximately 0.5 h to
611train each of the WGAN-CP and WGAN-GP models on NVIDIA
612GeForce RTX 3060 Ti.
613In Fig. 4, we plot the percentage frequency distribution of the
614change in strain energy DW for 15; 000 low fidelity real and gener-
615ated patterns subjected to small displacement (d¼ 0.001) with equi-
616biaxial extension finite element simulations. From comparing the
617distributions of DW, it appears that the StyleGAN2-ADA output dis-
618tribution bears the most similarity to the real dataset. However, even
619though the WGAN and procedural patterns are less authentic than
620StyleGAN2-ADA patterns, they are more divergent from the original
6211000 example real dataset while still maintaining overlap with the
622real distribution of DW. Finally, the Bernoulli patterns appear only
623weakly relevant to the real dataset. From performing these simula-
624tions, we now have multiple datasets of low fidelity finite element
625simulations based on both real and generated input patterns that we
626can use to augment our ML model training datasets.

6273.2 Metamodel Performance With an Augmented Train-
628ing Dataset. With our trained ML-based generative models and
629procedural algorithm-based generative models, we are able to
630generate synthetic input patterns and use them as inputs to finite
631element simulations where the results are used to augment our
632metamodel training datasets. In Fig. 5, we show the test perform-
633ance of the CNN-based metamodel defined in Sec. 2.2.1 trained
634on these data. We report the R2 score computed on held out test
635data with respect to dataset size for five different types of training
636dataset. The first training dataset type is composed of real patterns
637only. The rest of the training dataset types contain a fixed number
638of real data points (1000), and the size of these datasets is
639increased by adding simulation results obtained from patterns gen-
640erated using WGAN-CP, WGAN-GP, StyleGAN2-ADA, proce-
641dural, or Bernoulli methods, respectively. For all training dataset
642types, we consider sample sizes of 1000, 2000, 4000, and 16; 000
643patterns. For reference, training our CNN-based metamodel for
644100 epochs with 16; 000 samples took �2 min on a single Nvidia
645Tesla V100 GPU. The results presented in Fig. 5 reveal that meta-
646models trained with WGAN-GP and procedural patterns perform
647nearly equivalently with R2 scores of 0.9975 and exhibit only a
648slightly inferior performance to a metamodel trained entirely on

Fig. 3 FID with respect to the number of epochs for the StyleGAN2-ADA, WGAN-CP, and WGAN-GP ML-based generative
models. In the right panel, we include examples of output patterns as model training proceeds to visualize the relationship
between a lower FID value and improved resemblance to the real input pattern. We note that all ML-based generative models
are trained with just 1000 examples.
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649 real patterns (R2 ¼ 0:9992) for a dataset size of 16; 000. Notably,
650 in all cases, the addition of the generated input patterns improves
651 the performance of the metamodel except for 1000 and 3000 ran-
652 dom Bernoulli patterns, which decreased the metamodel

653performance. This is anticipated because these patterns are not
654spatially correlated the way real Cahn–Hilliard patterns are, as
655depicted in Fig. 4. In fact, we find the very slight improvement in
656the performance of the metamodels when the dataset is augmented
657with more than 8000 of this type of synthetic patterns to be coun-
658terintuitive. Comparing the metamodel performance for dataset
659augmentations with StyleGAN2-ADA patterns versus WGAN-GP
660and procedural patterns, we anticipate that the diversity of the
661WGAN-GP and procedural synthetic patterns proves to be more
662important than the authenticity of the StyleGAN2-ADA patterns
663for enhancing metamodel performance. Namely, even though the
664StyleGAN2-ADA patterns were closer to real patterns than the
665WGAN-GP patterns, they were perhaps less diverse or even too
666similar to the real patterns used for training and thus less benefi-
667cial when training the predictive model.

6683.3 Metamodel Performance With Transfer Learning.
669After training the metamodels on datasets based on low fidelity
670simulation data, we evaluate the efficacy of our straightforward
671transfer learning approach described in Sec. 2.2.2 to make predic-
672tions on the corresponding high fidelity simulation dataset. We
673begin with our metamodel pretrained using the weights obtained
674from our low fidelity dataset metamodel trained with 1000 real
675and 15; 000 generated patterns with rotation-based augmentation
676as described in Sec. 2.6. With this additional rotation-based aug-
677mentation, a dataset size of N corresponds to 4 N training points.
678Then, we perform additional training with 1000 real pattern-based
679high fidelity simulations. As shown in Table 1, this transfer
680learning-based training process predicts the change in strain
681energy DW at the final displacement for test data with R2 score of
6820.9977 and corresponding mean absolute error (MAE) of 0.0074
683when the weights are initialized with the best performing metamo-
684del trained with a dataset augmented with StyleGAN2-ADA pat-
685terns in addition to the rotation-based methods. We note that
686although the performance of metamodels trained with datasets
687augmented with WGAN-CP, WGAN-GP and procedural patterns
688(with or without additional rotations), is better than equivalent
689metamodels trained based on StyleGAN2-ADA augmented data-
690sets (see Fig. 5 and Table 1 “pre-training” column), the
691StyleGAN2-ADA augmented model performs best after transfer
692learning. Alternatively, training a metamodel initialized with ran-
693dom weights predicts DW for the same high fidelity dataset with
694an R2 of 0.9783 and corresponding MAE of 0.0198. We note that

Fig. 4 Visualization of the ML-based and procedural genera-
tive model results in order of increasing FID. For each pattern
type, we show a comparison of strain energy DW at d 5 0.001 for
real and generated patterns with low fidelity data for: (a)
StyleGAN2-ADA patterns, (b) WGAN-GP patterns, (c) WGAN-CP
patterns, (d) procedural patterns, and (e) Bernoulli patterns.
Overall, patterns produced with StyleGAN2-ADA have the high-
est similarity to the real dataset. We note that all ML-based gen-
erative models were trained with just 1000 examples, whereas
the procedural and Bernoulli patterns rely on no training data,
only a knowledge of the average number of bright and dark pix-
els in the target dataset.

Fig. 5 Metamodel performance with respect to the size of the
training dataset. Note that “dataset size” refers to the combined
number of unique real and generated synthetic patterns. For a
dataset of 16; 000 real patterns, R2 is 0.9992. For a dataset of
1000 real and 15; 000 synthetic patterns, the metamodel per-
formance with procedural and WGAN-GP patterns is almost
identical with R2 values of 0.9975. For augmentations with
WGAN-CP, StyleGAN2-ADA, and Bernoulli patterns, the corre-
sponding R2 values are 0.9969, 0.9911, and 0.9822, respectively.
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695 the real patterns used in the training and test sets in the low fidel-
696 ity metamodel training match the patterns used in the high fidelity
697 metamodel training, and that the same 1000 real patterns are used
698 as training data for our metamodels and the generative models.
699 Overall, this demonstrates that synthetic pattern-based and
700 rotation-based data augmentation strategies can be combined with
701 our previously explored transfer learning approach [28] to create
702 meaningful training datasets that rely on only a small number of
703 representative input pattern images and are computationally cheap
704 to generate. Based on our investigations, we find that procedural
705 patterns, when possible to generate, can not only be an effective
706 choice, but also may be a better choice than ML-based generative
707 models in some circumstances. When it is not possible to generate
708 procedural patterns, our results indicate that both WGAN-GP and
709 StyleGAN2-ADA are good choices for ML-based generative
710 models.

711 4 Conclusion

712 In this paper, we extend our previous work on using machine
713 learning-based metamodels to predict mechanical quantities of
714 interest in heterogeneous materials [28–30] to include a method
715 for working with size-limited datasets. Specifically, we are inter-
716 ested in developing tools for making smaller datasets (with as few
717 as 1000 example input patterns) amenable to deep learning
718 approaches. To accomplish this, we first create a new dataset of
719 spatially heterogeneous domains undergoing large deformation
720 with material property patterns based on the Cahn–Hilliard equa-
721 tion, the mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard dataset. In contrast to
722 our previous work [43,44], these input patterns are more relevant
723 to heterogeneous biological materials. In this paper, we present a
724 brief overview of the underlying theory behind the Cahn–Hilliard
725 equations and describe the procedure for generating the dataset.
726 Then, with this dataset, we test the efficacy of different generative
727 adversarial network (GAN) models at generating new
728 Cahn–Hilliard patterns from a limited training dataset of 1000
729 example patterns. Of the approaches that we explored, we found
730 that the StyleGAN2-ADA model performed best at generating
731 synthetic Cahn–Hilliard patterns (FID ¼ 39:2). In addition to
732 GAN-based synthetic patterns, we explored two procedural
733 approaches and created two additional types of synthetic
734 Cahn–Hilliard patterns, procedural patterns and spatially uncorre-
735 lated Bernoulli patterns. With ML-based and procedural-based
736 generated patterns, we then created low fidelity (i.e., computation-
737 ally cheap through coarse mesh and perturbation displacements)
738 finite element simulation datasets comprised of 1000 simulations
739 based on real input patterns and 15; 000 simulations based on gen-
740 erated patterns. We then compared the performance of metamo-
741 dels trained on these hybrid real and generated input pattern
742 datasets to a metamodel trained entirely on real patterns and found
743 that our data augmentation approaches were highly effective (R2
744 of 0.9975 for procedural and WGAN-GP augmentation-based
745 datasets and R2 of 0.9992 for the dataset based entirely on real
746 patterns). In addition, we built on our previous work in using
747 transfer learning to leverage low fidelity simulation datasets [28],
748 and demonstrated that with just 1000 high fidelity (i.e., refined
749 mesh, full applied displacement) finite element simulations, we
750 could transfer a low fidelity metamodel to the high fidelity dataset
751 and obtain an R2 score of 0.9976 and corresponding MAE of
752 0.0074 for predicting change in strain energy. This final result was
753 obtained with 1000 unique real input patterns, 1000 real pattern
754 low fidelity simulations, 1000 real pattern high fidelity simula-
755 tions, and 15; 000 low fidelity simulations with StyleGAN2-ADA
756 generated input patterns.
757 Broadly speaking, we anticipate that the work presented in this
758 paper will motivate multiple future research directions. To this
759 end, we have made both our mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard
760 dataset and our metamodel implementation readily available for
761 other research groups to build on under open-source licenses (see
762 Sec. 5). In the future, we anticipate that others may implement

763alternative approaches to this problem that exceed the baseline
764performance established in this paper. Here, we established base-
765line performance for three problems: (1) training generative mod-
766els with just 1000 example patterns, (2) demonstrating the
767effectiveness of simple procedural data generation and augmenta-
768tion approaches, and (3) training a metamodel based on a finite
769element simulation dataset where the relevant material property
770distribution is defined by just 1000 example patterns. However,
771because our dataset is published under an open source license,
772others are free to formulate different challenges and attempt the
773same problem with an entirely different metamodeling approach.
774In particular, we anticipate future work in developing more
775sophisticated approaches for representing the input pattern space,
776future work in predicting full field quantities of interest in addition
777to the single quantity of interest predicted here, and future work in
778accounting for more aspects that render modeling soft tissue very
779challenging, such as material anisotropy and the broad uncertainty
780in material properties. In addition, we plan to extend the mechani-
781cal MNIST Cahn–Hilliard dataset to include additional constitu-
782tive parameters, a more diverse set of constitutive models, and
783additional loading scenarios in the future. In addition, we note
784that there should be further future investigation into the minimum
785number of data points required to train a GAN model for this type
786of problem. In this work, we relied entirely on a pragmatic selec-
787tion of 1000 data points simply because 100 would likely be insuf-
788ficient for training a GAN, and 10; 000 would no longer be
789resolutely in the size-limited datasets regime. Looking forward,
790we hope that the findings in this work will make deep learning-
791based metamodels much more accessible for researchers working
792with limited examples of their input pattern spaces of interest.

7935 Additional Information

794The mechanical MNIST Cahn–Hilliard dataset is available
795through the OpenBU Institutional Repository at following link3

796[109]. We provide with this dataset a supplementary document
797that includes more details on the theory of the Cahn–Hilliard
798equation and our finite element implementation. The codes for
799generating the Cahn–Hilliard patterns and for performing the
800finite element equibiaxial extension simulations using FENICS

801computing platform4 are available on GITHUB at following link.5

802The codes for implementing the metamodel pipeline including the
803convolutional neural network model for a single quantity of inter-
804est prediction and the GAN model for data synthesis are also
805made available at the following link.6
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822 Appendix A: Qualitative Visualization of Metamodel

823 Performance

824 In this Appendix, we provide additional information to support
825 how synthetic data augmentation combined with a simple transfer
826 learning approach can help improve the performance of our meta-
827 model. As shown in Sec. 3.3, initializing the weights of our meta-
828 model with the weights of a model trained on low fidelity real
829 data augmented with the proper set of generated data can increase
830 the R2 score of predicted high fidelity strain energy values from
831 0.9783 to 0.9977. In order to qualitatively interpret the benefits of
832 this improvement, we plotted true versus predicted strain energy
833 values for all samples in the test set of the high fidelity dataset for
834 three different models (Fig. 6). Figure 6(a) shows the results
835 where no transfer learning is performed, whereas Fig. 6(b) shows
836 the case where the weights are transferred from a model trained
837 on 1000 low fidelity real samples and 15,000 synthetic samples
838 generated from StyleGAN2-ADA with extra rotation-based aug-
839 mentations. In Fig. 6(c) the initial weights are transferred from a
840 low fidelity model trained on 16,000 real data with rotation-based
841 augmentations. Overall, this figure further supports our findings
842 from Table 1 and Sec. 3.3 where we state the performance of our
843 metamodels in terms of R2 score.
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